factors that are mostly relied upon are Strong Hash function and the selection procedure of the hash function from a given pool. This paper aims at exploiting maximum available resources a message possesses, intrinsically, that can accommodate greater number of hash functions references. It provides a simple, low cost-easy to implement technique that will be able to make systems available with random hash functions' selection ability. With the given technique the security level will be enhanced along with greater availability of hash functions. The truly variable nature of contents of messages can be exploited in order to secure messages beyond measure. In case of a single communication stint, if one hash function is compromised the next hash function for next block will be selected truly randomly and cannot be predicted. A summary of already in use techniques is also discussed in order to prove the proposition distinct and practicable. In proposed technique it is proven that it has ability to accommodate greater number of hash functions. Further, the hash function selection methodology has been provisioned with a technique to be message-dependent; the security cannot be compromised owing to truly randomness of the selection procedure.
Index Terms-HMAC, Hash Function
Functions' Random Selection Techniques
I-Introduction
The prime necessity in the world of computers and data communication is the provision of ways to check message integrity. The authentication and integrity aspect of a communication process has developed rapidly in recent years. The methods employed have matured for the fulfillment of requirements for given scenarios.
A mechanism that involves use of secret key is generally known as preservation of message integrity and authentication check through MAC (message authentication codes). In layman terminologies, the MAC is basically a short piece of information used to authenticate a message.
The authentication process when coupled with the message integrity is interchangeably called MIC message integrity code. Hash based message authentication codes are a further step forward in the same field of message authentication and integrity. The hash based security systems have three main ingredients: A message which needs to be kept integrated and its authenticity should be proven. Second ingredient is the hash function which acts on a message under a specific algorithm or procedure. Last, a secret key known to the sender and the receiver [1].
A specific mathematical or logical operation or algorithm could act on variable message size message and produce a code. This code once concatenated with the message at the sender's end will be sent to the receiver. Receiver on reception will remove the code and evaluate the message to ensure its integrity. If the evaluation of message results in same MAC generation as received with original message, the message will be accepted.
The advantage of hash functions usage encircles its simplistic approach to work with following constraints [2] • Ability to manipulate variable data size
• Fixed length output
• Easy to calculate once key available
• Easy in implementation in hardware and software
• Intrinsic property to be one-way
In specific scenarios, authentication that used conventional encryption got obsolete because of computation complexity constraints and same came out to be case of MAC bases systems. The usability of hashbased message authentication codes became pervasive because of the ease of using it in Public Key environments. A typical one-way hash function works in an extremely simple flow. The introductory example is given in below figure to further illustrate the system [3] . After the introduction, a skimmed overview of related, pertaining, initial work of this paper will be discussed. In section III, currently in-use techniques and a way forward for new techniques is discussed. The evolution and need for the newer techniques are discussed to make reader get complete hold of the under-discussion techniques. In the last subsection of the same section, the new proposed techniques, along with its implementation results, is discusses. The newer technique is objectively observed for the capacity it can accommodate and the modifications and additional resources required for the newer techniques implementation. The IV section discusses results obtained and the future work that should be done in order to test the developed system on the computational complexity grounds. 
II-Related Work
The aspect of greater security depends on the selection of hash function from within a given set of functions. They are operative once the selection procedure ensures greater capacity to address good number of hash functions. Further intelligent selection is also an aspect of securing the system [4] . Ross Anderson discussed the problem in the multicast distribution scenario in data communication. The problems in such systems state the hash function reliability and complex selection methodology so that the authentication and integrity of the message could be ensured [5] .
A. Ballardie and J Crowcraft discussed the problem in the multicast security schemes. The threats and counter measures were discussed that existed even with the use of such authentication methods. The chances of compromising of hash functions were the central theme of the paper [6] . Albert Meixner and Andreas proposed enhancement of hashes (visual hashes) which are key dependent and the dependency made the scheme used for selection greatly responsible for security process [7] .
The process can be summarized as Yedidya Hilewitz and Yiqun Lisa Yin, also discussed selections schemes based on messages. The message contents can provide the reference for the respective hash function in the hash table that could be evaluated to check the authentication and integration service [8] .
It is worth mentioning that the computational complexity in such schemes could put additional constraints on the security mechanism and the systems. To simplify this process and to ensure lower computational complexity the comparative analysis is required as discussed in work of D. Sharmila and R. Neelaveni. A comparative analysis and evaluation method was given that should be implemented to evaluate the already given and now being proposed system [9] .
III-Methodology
In first part of this portion, preferred and currently in practice scenarios are discussed. Finally we discussed a scheme that has been successfully implemented and populated with a number of hash functions. The hash table in proposed scheme has a proven greater accommodation capacity along with ability to rearrange the hash function table dynamically. The rearrangement and hash function selection process is made contents dependent. Thus the need to use secret key or any other additional over head has been nullified.
Hash function selection on the base of whole array, single dimension scheme
The diagram illustrates the procedure adopted for the function selection from the table. The message plays a central role in providing the key. From a given set of functions the pointer comes from message. 
Hash function selection on the base parts of array, bi-directional scheme
This scheme is also effective as far as making system dependent upon a random selection process. This random value is very difficult to compromise. On top of it, it is very difficult to compromise the hash function. In case compromise is accomplished, single communication duration can still be made secured as the upcoming message chunk will be with different hash function as the hash function depends upon the message contents.
Expanding Hash function table, introduction of Transpose method in bi-directional scheme
This scheme has following provisions in addition to the previously proposed schemes
• The original message contents be used for hash function table selection i.e. the number of ones present in the message content • After the selection of table the number of zeros in the message is used to find the reference for the hash function • This hash function is used to calculate the authentication code • Before the selection of hash function the arrays are provided with the option to refresh in accordance with the message contents. Here the process of transposition is added in order to frustrate already doomed attacker • The hash functions that are available in 'n' number of tables and 'n' in number in each table provide great flexibility to use any hash function.
• The transpose is a functionality that can be done through a handshaking procedure in order to refresh the scheme time and again.
The proposed model has been successfully implemented in normal C paradigm. The rest of the processes can be summarized as follows: The transposition to further strengthen the security is implemented and the hash functions are swapped for enhancing the security of the message. The message is set to count number of ones in it. Then the message is checked for zeros and number of ones in the message again calculated. The first operation will enable the selection of the table from where the HF is to be found out. The zeros in the message are calculated to tell the scheme of hash being used to find out the MAC/HMAC. This means that if the message size is 8 bits the options to evaluate the message hash are 8* Since the number of hash functions is equal to the number of tables thus transpose will result into a new arrangement, eventually frustrating any integrity or authenticity of the meesage.
IV-Conclusion
The algorithm proposed and tested after implementation proves to be low cost practicable solution and thus extends the ability to accommodate maximum number of hash functions available. It further provides enhancement of security by refreshing the list of already in use hash functions. If under same arrangement any apprehension needs to be thwarted the transpose of the arrangement will prove to be best possible solution to frustrate the attacker. The security level increases with the use of strong hash function and a dynamic selection method.
It will be important to evaluate the performance of the proposed system in comparison with already implemented systems. Further work shall include the computational complexity analysis of the system on the same model as proposed in hash-based system comparative analysis researches [10] .
